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thatj
even so iiis'rulese the clear teaching

of the Bible that God not only created the world but that He controls it

and has directed it at every step or stage of its movement, And of course,

this philosophically rules out our view that man has sinned, man is

lost, and it is only through the Lord Jesus Christ that he can be saved. That

doesn't physically come into contact with Evolution but it comes into contact

with the whole idea the whole attitude. This idea that everything is getting

better by natural processes, just natural events that are bringing the situation

into existence as it has occurred. With the big basic philosophy of Evolution

then we certainly cannot agree, and there we must take the stand.

Now as to details of it. If we believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, we must

take the attitude that the Old Testament. And to the rd Jesus Christ the

Old Testament was God's Word and was true and was free from errors. But, oh,

how they read into the Old Testament things which are not there. I had a sort

of debate with the president of a liberal theological seminary and with a

student group in the uniesity in N.J. which asked about the two different

views of inspriation-.liberal and conservative. We each had twenty mm tee

to present our view. And then they had opportunity to present quest ons to

either of us and then we had time to givs our answer, so that he would answer

ques ions and I would talk or I would answer questions and then he would talk.

And it was handled in a very nice calm dignified way all through eccdppt at

one point and I fear that was my fault at that point. because as I sat on

the front row and he was ta)?kin in answer to a question, he said, Well, of

course, the Bible teaches that the earth is flat, and I couldn't keep quiet/

I said, "Where?" He said, "the whole I said, "Where?" "Why," he said,

"all through the whole Old Testament." I said, "Where?" "well" he said, the

whole book of Genesis teaches it." Again I said, "where?" Then he hesitated

a minute and then he said it teaches the story of the flood about the earth

being covered with water. Surely that teaches that the earth is flat. When

I got up I said that the story of the flood, if it showed anything, showed

that the earth was round, because if it was flat all the water would have
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